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SHIELD
Prevent eavesdropping, prevent information leakage,
eliminate the risk of hacked cell phones, shield
phones & microphones – create secure meetings!

The threat
Cell phones are an unattended security risk.
A regular mobile phone can be used to eavesdrop on and record meetings where sensitive information is being discussed, even if
the phone is in offline mode. It doesn’t even
have to be with malicious intent. A recording
used as a basis for making notes can easily
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go astray and be disclosed to unauthorised parties. The number of apps that have
access to the microphone is only increasing
and so are the possibilities to eavesdrop.
Storing phones in Shield eliminates these
risks and increases the overall attentiveness
in the meeting.

BUILT BY
SECURITY
EXPERTS

The solution
Shield eliminates this
widely neglected security risk in
a simple and elegant way. Take your
meeting room security to the next level
with our soundproof and soundmasking
technology.
The soundproofing in Shield is built with
the same principles as a music studio, to
prevent sound and vibrations from entering
the box. The sound masking uses advanced
technology that enables Shield to constantly
play an unpredictable sound within the box.

Shield is designed by Swedish
security experts. It is built to withstand intrusion and manipulation. Shield
is equipped with several self monitoring
features to ensure proper use. This is why
leading military organizations secure their
meetings with Shield.
Meeting participants put their phones in
Shield and shut the lid for a secure meeting.
While having the ability to hold 16 phones,
4 standard Ipads or several smart watchers,
Shield is designed to be discrete. It sends
the message “we take security seriously”.

Technical specifications
4 External dimensions (WxDxH): 340x278x136 mm
4 Internal dimensions (WxDxH): 300x190x70 mm
4 Room for 16 devices
4 Power supply: 110–240V, 50/60Hz
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